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The Magnificent Seven+ Years of 
Replication Crisis in Psychology: 
Lessons to Learn for Other Social Sciences



The Magnificent Seven+ Years of 
Replication Crisis in Psychology: 
Some success stories but also a lot of work left to do



2011 to now: a lot has happened

»Badges

» Large scale replication projects

»Scientific associations take action

» DGPs: recommendations for data management in psychological science

» APA: “Open Science and Methodology Chair”

» APS: signatory of TOP Guidelines, journals



2011 to now: a lot has happened

»New journals

» Collabra

» Meta-Psychology

» Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science

» Institutions & initiatives

» Society of the Improvement of Psychological Science (SIPS)

» Network of German-speaking Open Science Initiatives (NOSI)



Open practices & badges



Badges: Do they work?

Kidwell et al. (2016). Badges to Acknowledge Open Practices: A Simple, Low-Cost, Effective Method for Increasing Transparency.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002456

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002456


Badges: Do they work?

https://blogs.plos.org/absolutely-maybe/2017/08/29/bias-in-open-science-advocacy-the-case-of-article-badges-for-data-sharing/

https://blogs.plos.org/absolutely-maybe/2017/08/29/bias-in-open-science-advocacy-the-case-of-article-badges-for-data-sharing/


Badges: Do they work?

» isolating the effect of badges against the backdrop of broader 

shifts in psych is hard

»whether it’s the badges doing their magic or not, open 

data/materials and preregistration do have become more 

common





Open data, open materials, preregistration

»are very good things

» increased transparency allows to check results critically

» allows others to reuse data and materials

» makes it easier for others to conduct replications

» makes transparent which analyses were planned (and which weren’t)



And in practice?

»anecdotally: authors willing to share data during review process 

but

» data and analysis scripts of not usable 

» attempts to reproduce numbers fail

»How many studies with open data are actually reproducible?



And in practice?

» Chang & Li (2015), econ: able to reproduce about half of the sampled studies 

(with help from original authors)

» Colberg, Proebsting, Warren (2015), comp sci: 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/feds/2015/files/2015083pap.pdf
http://repeatability.cs.arizona.edu/v2/RepeatabilityTR.pdf


And in practice?

»Hardwicke et al. (2018), Cognition: 

» after introduction of open data policy, 62% of data not reusable

» of 35 articles with reusable data, 22 could be completely 

reproduced

» 11 of those required author assistance

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rsos.180448


More numbers: 

https://twitter.com/setgree/status/1084864983035494400

Clyburne-Sherin & Green, under review: https://osf.io/ps5ru/

https://twitter.com/setgree/status/1084864983035494400
https://osf.io/ps5ru/


Open data, open materials, preregistration

»are very good things

» increased transparency allows to check results critically*

» allows others to reuse data and materials

» makes it easier for others to conduct replications

» makes transparent which analyses were planned (and which weren’t)

*but an Open Data badge does currently not imply that 
anybody ever checked whether the results are reproducible, 
nor even that the data necessary to check the analyses are 
actually being provided in a usable form



And in practice?

https://twitter.com/hardsci/status/966096799151747072

https://twitter.com/hardsci/status/966096799151747072


From Sanjay’s students

» “The article that was published as being ‘preregistered’ was actually 

completed before the preregistration was submitted…”

» “The pre-registration only concerns one set of analyses (out of many), 

and even this set of analyses is not well-specified in the 

preregistration.”

» “…Further, the power analysis and sample size justification presented 

in the pre-registration differed from [the sample size] presented in the 

paper…”



What do we know about how preregs are

done in practice?
»Some research projects underway

»Veldkamp et al. (2018): Considerable number of researcher

degrees of freedom in random set of 100 preregistrations

»Anne Scheel (work in progress): coding of Registered Reports

proves to be a challenge because it‘s often unclear what exactly

is supposed to be the hypothesis

https://psyarxiv.com/cdgyh/
https://twitter.com/annemscheel


Open data, open materials, preregistration

»are very good things

» increased transparency allows to check results critically

» allows others to reuse data and materials

» makes it easier for others to conduct replications

» makes transparent which analyses were planned (and which weren’t)*

*but the mere existence of a preregistration does not imply 
that this distinction is visible for readers of the article, nor 
does it imply that the preregistration in any way restricted 
researchers’ flexibility, nor does it even imply that the study 
was preregistered before the data were collected or that the 
preregistration was actually been followed



Openwashing?

»Open practice: from insider thing to mainstream

» socially desirable

» potential edge during peer-review

» increasingly explicitly mentioned in job ads (https://osf.io/7jbnt/)

»Yet another metric to game?

» Fulfill minimal requirements to get a badge

» risk of facing negative consequences low (?) 

https://osf.io/7jbnt/


Openwashing?

Probably not an issue

»practices are very new, 
unintentional mistakes and 
subsequent learning 
experiences

» sips versus gulps: baby steps 
should be rewarded to 
maximize adaptation

Probably an issue

» rewarding an implementation 
that misses the point of the 
practice is counterproductive

»no feedback mechanism → no 
learning



What do Open Science Badges signify?

»nothing: data, materials and prereg always need to be 

critically checked by readers 

» fulfillment of minimal requirements: e.g., right data set 

available, prereg plan existed prior to data completion

»quality criteria: e.g., results are reproducible, prereg actually 

constrained researchers’ flexibility in data collection and 

analyses



Current challenge

» define standards

» ensure checks
» currently unsatisfying

» reviewers?

» dedicated editors?

» reduce workload
» obligation to provide (Bringschuld) for authors to ensure that scripts + data run 

smoothly (“push button replication”)

» augmented preregistration to make it easier to compare final article and prereg



Sensible Markup Assists Reviewers Tremendously (Hardwicke 

et al., https://osf.io/6vhyt/) 

https://osf.io/6vhyt/


Large-scale replication efforts



Large-scale replication efforts

»Open Science Collaboration (2015)

»Evaluating the replicability of social science experiments 

in Nature and Science between 2010 and 2015

»Many Labs 2

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/349/6251/aac4716
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-018-0399-z
https://psyarxiv.com/9654g/


Large-scale replication efforts

»…have done an amazing job

» highlighting the possibility that replicability might be far from perfect

» furthering the discussion within the field

» getting other fields and the broader public interested

» establish the idea of large-scale collaboration in psychology



Large-scale replication efforts

»but they

» don’t provide a generalizable estimate of replicability or provide a solid 

prior for the truthfulness of findings in psych

» are not necessarily informative with respects to the substantive theories 

being put to test

» might sometimes provide information we already had (see prediction 

markets, study details that allow for strong priors)



Current challenge

»getting a clearer understanding under which conditions 

replication studies are “worth it”

»Coles et al. (2018): The costs and benefits of replication studies

https://pure.tue.nl/ws/portalfiles/portal/99517278/The_costs_and_benefits_of_replication_studies_preprint.pdf


Research quality



What’s openness good for?

» It’s SIPS, not SOSPS

»many seem to care about openness as a means to improve the 

quality of psych science

»openness: conducive or even necessary for quality, but not 

sufficient



High openness, low quality research?

» selected blind spots

» measurement

» causal inference

» theory

» explorative research

» to which extent should we care about these now?



High openness, low quality research?

First things first

»ensure some basic quality 

criteria first (e.g., interpretable 

p-values, replicability)

» e.g. Nuijten et al. (2018): 

Verify original results through 

reanalysis before replicating

The bigger issues

» fixing the “minor issues” won’t 

do much if results remain 

pointless for higher-order 

reasons

https://psyarxiv.com/fuzkh/


https://twitter.com/sTeamTraen/status/1081513528635342848

https://twitter.com/sTeamTraen/status/1081513528635342848


Tal‘s being serious

» His submission to the Loss-of-Confidence project:

„My understanding of statistics has improved a bit since writing the

paper, and it‘s now abundantly clear to me that (a) I p-hacked to a 

considerable degree…

I also now think the kinds of theoretical explanations I proposed in the

paper were ludicrous in their simplicity and naiveté—so the results

would have told us essentially nothing, even if they were statistically

sound (see Meehl, 1967, 1990)“

https://psyarxiv.com/exmb2


What to do if many studies are „fractally

wrong“?
» I‘m not sure what‘s the best strategy

»an observation: researchers who have been concerned about

issues beyond openness are piggy-backing on calls for more

openness & transparency



Current Challenges

»better evaluation of measures to improve transparency and 

research quality

» clarify relationship between transparency and research quality

» consider opportunity costs



Not all doom and gloom

»we are only learning about the issues with open practices 

because people are actually trying to implement them

» increasing willingness to discuss research practices

» increasing number of meta-science studies

» these are exciting times for psychology as a science



What can be learned from psych?

»high value of getting existing institutions & journals on board

»SIPS and the COS as „central“ institutions: yay or nay?

» a lot of momentum, important infrastructure

» but may also give the impression that the OS community is more

centralized than it actually is

»a lot of momentum → a lot of rash reactions

» slower change may have its own upsides



Thank you for your attention


